**15581 manic-depressive psychosis 1**

**Eponyms:**
- affective disorder
- bipolar affective disorder autosomal dominant
- BPAD
- depressive disorder
- MD1
- MFAD1
- unipolar affective disorder

**Inheritance:**
- autosomal dominant
- multifactorial

**Semeiological Synthesis:**
Neurological disorder, isolated defect. Elated/excited/irritable mood in manic symptomatology; impaired thought processes/disturbed thought, content and perceptual processes/allucinations in schizophrenic disorders. Genetic risk: sib 13%; parent 15%; sib and one parent 20%; both parents 50%; second degree relative 5%; first cousin 2-3%.

**Group Sub group Signs:**

**LABORATORY DATA**
- chromosomal assignment
  - chromosome 11q localization
  - chromosome 18p localization
- gene, structural-functional anomalies
  - BPAD (MFAD1) (MD1) bipolar affective disorder, gene chr.18p
  - gene analysis-DNA analysis

**NEUROLOGICAL DISORDERS**
- performance changes, not including mental retardation
  - psychosis, manic-depression illness, confusion, hallucination

**OTHERS**
- inheritance
  - inheritance, autosomal dominant
  - inheritance, multifactorial

**Super group:**

**Super aggreg. Aggregations:**

**Differential diagnosis:**
- 2750 autism, infantilie
- 12595 hyperactivity-attention deficiency
- 15580 manic-depressive psychosis 2
- 20625 Perry disease
- 23409 schizophrenia-1
- 23410 schizophrenia-2
- 28482 schizophrenia-3
- 28573 schizophrenia-4
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